
DigitalCurrencyDaily ($DCD) on Volt.ID.

DCD is a Creator Coin and is hosted on the BitCoinSV Blockchain using sensible contracts with Volt.ID wallet. The token is utilised to obtain premium media
options at a discounted rate on www.digitalcurrencydaily.com, as well as allow community members to receive randomized Bitcoin SV airdrops, or support
Mr.DCD.
The entire token supply has been added to Tswap as liquidity with 10 BSV. The initial rate will be 0.00001000 BSV based on 10/1,000,000 BSV/DCD

DigitalCurrencyDaily is a Blockchain Enthusiast that first discovered BitCoin and its Blockchain technology in early 2011. Joining the space when he was 17,
he has spent the last decade exploring a variety of blockchain ecosystems and began creating video content sharing his knowledgeable insights in 2017, from a
consumer perspective reviewing cryptocurrency applications, software, interviewing founders and more, while informing others of the value within such
technology. Overtime, his efforts led to the creation of an information access point for other crypto enthusiasts to gain insight on how they can utilize blockchain
services to obtain cryptocurrency at no cost..

With the main focus of always giving back to his supporters and providing value at no cost, this token will be a Reward Token to those who hold it and support
the journey. Users can purchase tokens on swap using volt wallet, hold the token to support the channel, and help excel the value provided by
DigitalCurrencyDaily platform  through contributing media to the platform. Users may also purchase DCD and donate to digitalcurrencydaily@volt.id

All BSV used to obtain DCD on TSwap will remain in the liquidity pool. Users can trade DCD back into the liquidity pool to receive BSV at any time. The rate for
tokens will vary with each buy or sell placed by users. However, the token price will always reflect total BSV/total DCD in the liquidity pool, as per TSwap pricing
mechanism.

The initial token rate will launch at 0.00001000 BSV and each premium service on digitalcurrencydaily.com will be available for 1000 DCD tokens.
Holders of the DCD token will also receive free random airdrops from DigitalCurrencyDaily utilizing a variety of  liquidity pool services on TSwap. There will be
no guarantee of airdrops to token holders, and the size of the airdrops would depend on the amount of tokens collected. Users should not tie a monetary value
to DCD tokens, but rather the ability to share information on the blog via premium services.

DCD on VOLT may only be redeemed for BSV through TSwap Liquidity Pool as a self service

Token Supply and Distribution
Total Supply - 1,000,000 DCD
Fully Minted Upon Creation.
Initial Liquidity = 10BSV/1,000,000 DCD

http://www.digitalcurrencydaily.com

